Track Penalty Table
A – WARNING
B – FINE
C – RELEGATION
D – DISQUALIFICATION
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for not holding his/her line during the final sprint
for riding on the blue band during the sprint
for deliberately riding on the blue band during the race
for not having held his/her line during the last 200 meters of the race
for irregular movement to prevent his opponent from passing
for dangerous riding in the final bend
for dangerous riding during the race
for entering the sprinter’s lane when the opponent was already there
for moving down towards the inside of the track when a rival was already there
for moving down towards the inside of the track and forcing the other competitor off
the track
for crowding his/her opponent with the intention of causing him to slow down
for moving outward with the intention of forcing the opponent to go up
for going down too quickly after overtaking his/her opponent
for deliberate and flagrant fault against…
for causing the crash of his/her opponent
for having blocked an opponent
for being late at the start line
for wearing only one number
for incorrect gestures
for incorrect behavior
for pushing his/her rival
for carrying advertisement on the back of the racing jersey
for incorrect behavior or disrespect towards an official
for folding or mutilating the race number
for improper advertising on national jersey or shorts
qualified to…………….…but did not start without justification
for protest with hands off handlebar
for using two persons to give information to the team / rider
for not being ready with extra wheels or other equipment at the start
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